
Bigpipe People Profile: Enzo
Here at Bigpipe Towers, we’re all about the customer service.
That’s why we have in-house customer support. I can actually
see the customer care team from where I sit. Look at them.
Making sure that customers get served. What a good bunch! We’d
like to showcase a few of the people who work hard to keep
Bigpipe awesome, so here’s the first of a series of staff
profiles – featuring Enzo!

Your Name Here: Enzo

A/S/L? 21/m/auckland

Tell us a bit about yourself: I was born, did school stuff out
West  Auckland  ways,  did  University  stuff  at  UoA  and  then
I joined the team at at the start of this year (2015).

What do you get up to outside of work?  I like going on
adventures and finding somewhere new to go! At the moment I’m
getting back into scuba diving now that summer is arriving. I
also like to try to do some exercise and I definitely like
long walks on the beach.

What work do you do for Bigpipe? Billing and Provisioning!
Ordering the internets for our customers and then getting the
money flowing.

What’s the best thing about Bigpipe? Aside from having sweet
broadband, the best thing is the cool Bigpipe people I get to
work with everyday – they’re a fairly cool team who can almost
provide some competition in a game of Rocket League �
This is a lie. The Bigpipe team are much better than the care team at
Rocket League and we will prove it, this lunchtime.

What’s your favourite thing that you use the Internet for?
Reddit and watching TV and movies – legally, of course!

Favourite video game right now? Currently playing Assassins

http://pages.bigpipe.co.nz/670/
https://www.lightbox.co.nz/


Creed: Black Flag. I’m only a couple of years behind the
trends!

What  is  the  dankest  meme?  The  botched  spanish  fresco
restoration  always  gets  me

What’s  the  best  thing  that  a  customer  ever  said  to  you?
Probably just “thank you”, it’s the little things that count.

Would you rather fight 100 bee-sized men, or 1 man-sized bee?
1 man-sized bee! They only have one stinger, so I’m sure I
could deal with getting impaled by it only once, right?

Tell us a joke. Stolen but golden – “My girlfriend just dumped
me for talking to much about video games. What a ridiculous
thing to Fallout 4.”

Link us to your current favourite thing on the Internet 10
hour Gandalf Europop nod!

What is your spirit animal? That’s easy. A hedgehog.



This is what Enzo actually looks like.

http://bigpipewp.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/enzohog.png

